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Fancy a supermini so that you can use it for shopping and local errands. Don’t want to pay thousands for
something which is characterless, dull and absolutely not fun? Well Car & Classic have the answer and it says
Fun on the Nova tin, so it must be true.Ta e a loo at it here and bid to buy .https www.carandclassic.com

auctions vau hall nova l fun y n au hall replaced the outgoing Chevette with the brand new
Nova hatchbac . The compact and bo y super mini was available in and door con guration, with all models for
the uropean mar et built in pain. n ritain the Nova proved to be a hit and went head to head with the li es of the
Ford Fiesta, the over etro and the eugeot . nd if you grew up in the s or s, the chances are
either someone in your family owned a Nova, or you new someone who did.

Nova Fun from Car & Classic



Cooking

Sold For £25,250

Combining his love of vintage
ol swagens and good food, Dave
ichards has produced a boo which

will enable campers to improve their
e perience. ac ed with nearly recipes,
tips and tales to ma e even the most devoted
city dweller want to camp. There’s advice on
W Campervan ownership, ways to ma e your

camping easier and better, and a few tales
which will simply ma e you laugh out loud. t’s
a boo li e no other, one minute a reference
boo , the ne t a great coffee table browser.
Camping has nally become cool again
ecent events have brought a whole new

selection of players to the camping game
people who’ve been holidaying abroad for
years may have been forced to loo closer to
home. Their e periences might have been
mi ed, but for anyone who plans to continue
camping and who may be loo ing for help and
guidance, this volume provides valuable tips
and many inspired ideas. easoned campers
ali e will also nd some pearls of wisdom,
interesting recipe ideas, and en oy reading
about the author’s e periences.

eloce.co.u

Cool Cook Book
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The Case for Cars

Well Read
Terry Hudson and the Alliance of British Drivers explain just why society
needs cars. We all know why they are important but the politicians only
see them as revenue raising devices. Here is an essay that you should
cut out and keep, send to friends, family, but mostly your elected

officials, they might learn something...

WhyMotoring isgood foryou
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Cars are good for your health and driving is an absolute
necessity for millions and for many of those millions, also
a pleasurable one. But it suits government, councils and

an -personal mobility groups to portray driving, as essen ally
selfish. This way drivers can be demonised, treated with
contempt and exploited for revenue purposes. Therefore, we
are constantly bombarded with alleged nega ves of car
ownership and use. Despite all this ‘bad’ press, over thirty-
four million people have s ll chosen to own cars.

ublic transport, when it exists, is good for going directly
from ‘ ’ to ‘B’, but not so good when most ourneys mean
going from ‘ ’ to ‘ ’, meaning via ‘B’, ‘C’ and ‘D’. This typically
involves changes of transport modes, dictated by metables
of various companies running the di erent systems rail or
bus or both and trying to e-up all the connec ons.

hereas a car will ta e you, your family and luggage, door to
door in comfort.

ven those living in ci es with excellent public
transport, s ll need to ourney to places that have li le or
non-existent public transport.

n the DfT document Towards a ustainable
Transport ystem it stated when comparing public transport
in town and rural areas The disadvantage of not having
access to a car is greater in rural areas than urban ones, but
public transport provision can both re uire high subsidy and
be ine cient in climate change terms because of low
passenger numbers per bus or train .

Those extremist groups that oppose personal
mobility say it is the destroyer of communi es and roads

must be ‘reclaimed’ yet it is s ll the number one transport
system by far. ot because it is being forced upon people by
these self-styled mobility commissars, but because people
have willingly chosen it as being most suitable for their
needs.

o for a change, let’s loo at the posi ve
contribu ons of the most personally-libera ng inven on of
the T century. Death of the igh treet. t is o en stated
that out of town retail par s have ‘ illed o the igh treet’.
There are a number of issues that are contribu ng to the
demise of the tradi onal igh treet rates, internet etc, but
from a motoring perspec ve, it is predominantly par ing.

ot ust the cost, but also the lac of, par ing spaces
combined with hos le par ing enforcement of o en
confusing and contradictory regula ons. lso, would most

igh treets now be able to cope with the millions of people
and cars that retail par s have a racted

Disabili es. rogrammes li e the obility cheme
have made vast improvements to tens of thousands of
people li e no other form of transport can bring and have
enhanced their lives, through more independence, ob
prospects and self-esteem.

f course you do not have to have a disability, old
age brings on many health problems, standing in the rain at a
bus stop or train sta on is not going to ma e you any
healthier Driving gives you a fuller life, which is accentuated
as you get older when health problems start to dictate your
mobility choice.
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Electric
Debates

AProCarAgenda

Freedom
Family

Recreation
Joy
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Heritage. rganisa ons li e The a onal Trust, nglish
eritage and similar groups plus hundreds of private

houses and gardens would not exist without car ownership.
These are usually situated in more rural loca ons, typically
with a lac of public transport op ons and certainly not
enough local people to support such businesses. ithout
customer access by personal transport typically car van, but
others e.g., T powered two wheeler , historic houses
would have been demolished or turned into hotels
conference centres etc. n re collec ons would have been
sold o and dispersed worldwide enormous tranches of our
na onal history lost forever. uch places enrich people’s lives
through being able to visit them and bring millions of pounds
into the economy, because of foreign tourism. Children
duca on. Travel can also e uate to educa on, especially for

children. isi ng places empowers them with nowledge and
understanding of our history, or the other end of the scale,
ust sheer en oyment of holidays, theme par s etc. eeing an
animal in a wildlife par is more li ely to get a response than
ust reading about an endangered species in a boo

owadays, many schools operate a er-school
ac vi es, having to fit all this in with children of di erent
ages and needs, does not allow much me for long,
convoluted ourneys that bus company metables and their
rigid des na ons demand. The exibility and comfort of the
car cannot be matched by any other mode of transport.

Emplo me t. o longer do people have to get a
poorly paid ob because it is near to their home, but can

travel to be er-paid obs, perhaps with be er prospects, and
raise living standards for their whole family. This is especially
true in more rural areas, where-as, in the not-so-distant past,
people in the countryside lived in rural poverty. Car
ownership access has given them the opportunity to earn
the same as town dwellers possibly with even a superior

uality of life
amil bo i g. ow about those that do not

drive They benefit from visits from those that do drive,
visits by children, grand-children, rela ves or friends.
Comfor ng to now that car ownership means o en that
family rela ves are not far away and are accessible, in
perhaps case of illness etc. general strengthening of family

es by easier accessibility, which the car provides or ta ing a
non- driving family member on a day out.

Hospital isits. hen you are sic or recovering
from an opera on, or have visited a very sic friend, do you
really want to be travelling by public transport or cycling

sually hospitals re uire a number of visits and a direct
door-to-door ourney is re uired. en hospital visi ng is
done in the evening when bus companies are reducing their
services and you would be very luc y to find a direct route
without changing buses at least once.

oppi g. hen visi ng your local D or garden
centre, how many of the products purchased, can you get
home, other than by car ant to go to your local rubbish

p or re-cycling centre if you want to be C how would
you transport these sort of items
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Well Read

FutureZeroCarsareFreedom
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ime. Time is an important issue in modern lifestyles,
wai ng around for public transport and connec ons is o en
not a prac cal op on. ost people do not have the me to
waste, or the inclina on to do things the hard way, when
there is a safe, prac cal alterna ve.

ara a i g Holi a s Dri i g abroa . otor-
homes, caravanning are extremely popular ways for people
and families to en oy themselves and get out-and about and
into the countryside. s that not healthy t also brings
money and obs into the rural economy. o to coastal towns
and you will see people unloading boats, et-s is etc. ll
these need cars to tow them. illions of people travel
abroad by car. rom bird watching to motor racing, model
aircra - to boot-fairs the list of events for which people use
their cars is almost endless. hy should they be denied
these pleasures

Da s o t. The exibility of the car allows for
unplanned days-out. ou are able to set o with no specific
des na on and can change ourneys final des na on and

mes to suit yourself. f you see something of interest, you
ust stop, ta e your me and then proceed elsewhere.

Healt . hile driving in itself cannot be considered

as a ‘wor -out’ those ending up at a gym, athle c trac ,
football, swimming pool etc should be considered so. ow
many cars do you see with bicycles strapped on them, with
whole families ourneying together, to en oy a ride in a
country par or such li e

hat is so ‘healthy’ about standing around in on a
wet, windy, cold bus stop or sta on pla orm, or be confined
with a public service vehicle load of coughing and
snee ing fellow passengers

ell bei g. eports have consistently found that
those who have access to personal transport are generally
healthier possibly helped by improved wages live longer,
feel they have greater control over their lives, and benefit
from a sense of greater security and increased self-esteem.

ar i g Do ot ta e o r mobilit or gra te . ere are
ma o t t ere o a t to e o t at ree om o
oi e

oi t e o l pro motorist orga isa o

ps ab .org.
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Tell them what you
think about

Electricity Cars
The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

This is really simple, it is essential that you respond. The
authorities could not have kept it quieter. Here is your final

alarm call to contact the House of Lords

HaveYourSay
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The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

This is really important. You can have your say on where the Government is going with their decision to get rid of petrol and diesel cars.
Quite what good it will do and whether they will actually listen is quite another thing. One would like to believe that if they were

overwhelmed by commonsense from the common people it could change their tiny net zero minds. So the more of us who bother to get
might help. Chances are it won’t. We have to try though.

This is where you need to go to take part https://committees.parliament.uk/call-for-evidence/3226/

Tell your friends and family to pop along with their opinions.

Just so you can understand their tone, here is the press release from the House of Lords in full.

Electric vehicles inquiry launched by Lords Environment and Climate Change Committee

Given the importance of decarbonising transport to reach net zero, the House of Lords Environment and Climate Change Committee is launching
an inquiry into electric vehicles (EVs).

The aim of the inquiry is to understand how the Government will achieve its target of decarbonising cars and vans in the UK, with a particular
focus on passenger cars, as well as exploring the main barriers to doing so. It will also seek to understand the costs, alongside the benefits,

associated with the 2030 end date of sales of new petrol and diesel cars and vans in the UK, and Government progress towards both its 2030 &
2035 deadlines.

The Committee is seeking evidence in the following topic areas:

The Government’s approach to achieving 2030 and 2035 phase-out dates;

The EV market and acquiring an EV;

Experience of using an EV;

End of life disposal of EVs;

National and regional infrastructure and charging issues; and International perspectives.
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PiccoloLusso

Pandamod

Introducing the Fiat Panda 4x4 Piccolo Lusso:

a captivating fusion of style and heritage
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Pandamod

Niiels van Roĳ "The Fiat Panda 4x4 Piccolo
Lusso represents the unwavering commitment
of Niels van Roĳ Design to push the

boundaries of creativity and craftsmanship ith its
evocative design opulent interior and meticulous
attention to detail the Piccolo Lusso stands as a
remar able embodiment of automotive artistry "

" nd it serves as a glimpse into our future too The
Piccolo Lusso heralds an exciting new chapter for
Niels van Roĳ Design Renowned for its
groundbrea ing coachbuilding pro ects the Piccolo
Lusso mar s our studio s debut in the world of
restomod cars This one of a ind Panda showcases
Niels van Roĳ Design s approach foreshadowing an
upcoming portfolio of reimagined classics that blend
heritage with contemporary design The soft leather
upholstery, elegantly embellishing the door panels,
seats, dashboard, steering wheel, sun visors, and
more, radiates an air of luxury and sophistication.
The colour palette chosen for the interior is a nod to
the vibrant brown hues reminiscent of Mediterranean
architecture, imbuing the cabin with a sense of
warmth and character.

A further striking highlight of the interior design is the
upholstery of the seat hearts and rear bench
centres. The meticulous use of cloth here, intricately
woven with small squares, serves as a ode to the
iconic boxy silhouette that is synonymous with this
Italian piece of car design.The one-off Fiat anda
x iccolo usso pays homage to its origins as a
anda x isley too, infusing new life into a classic

favorite. The original interior, weathered by time and
proved far beyond restoration, underwent a
remarkable transformation.

elebrating the anda x s adventurous spirit, the
charming isley emblem of the man in a canoe was
integrated into the headrests, door panels, and
steering wheel. This iconic motif serves as a
constant reminder of the anda s enduring appeal
and the unique isley donor car. Adorning the
coachline on the car s side, this isley emblem nds
harmony with the rich brown leather interior, forming
an elegant and cohesive narrative that resonates
throughout the vehicle www.nielsvanro .com
www.kaevecars.com.
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Suitably fed and watered, we turned inland.
Rolling on, the landscape began to change.
Distant mountains rose as we climbed through
the hills. Some years ago, red kites had been
reintroduced here through a conservation
programme and the birds have thrived. We
watched as they danced and wheeled through
the air. Suddenly, one of them peeled away and
fell from the sky, diving on carrion by the edge
of the road. Entirely unconcerned by the
presence of humans, the creature was
apparently happy to co-exist.
At roughly the halfway point we stopped once
more, a comfort break in a visitors centre that
clung to the side of a steep, wooded valley.
ere, there were signs warning of sudden

aircraft noise. We were in the middle of a low-
ying training area, where the unwary might be
startled by the sudden roar of a military et.
amilies with children and dogs mingled with
climbers and walkers. Entirely absent were the
harried expressions and frenetic pace we d have
found in a motorway service station.

n the road again. Skirting the
mountains, we passed through a market town.
Several colourful motorbikes appeared, as did a
beautifully restored ord Escort exico,
enthusiasts at last able to en oy some warm,
dry weather. y now, people were starting to sit
outside the pubs, tables lling with late
afternoon beers.

ot far now. ust one more county to
cross. With home drawing ever closer, the
afternoon melted imperceptibly into evening.
began to re ect. t had been a good day. We
had covered a large distance at a pace dictated
by ourselves. Away from the ma or

conurbations and the high-speed intercity
routes, the is still a very beautiful country.
or those few short hours, felt almost free.

ars do that. hey open up a world that
would otherwise be hidden and allow us to
explore, to broaden our hori ons. here is
simply no other vehicle available that would
have made that ourney possible. ot one.

ut the private automobile has fallen out
of favour. ust yesterday, saw an angry
exchange on witter, in which another road
user referred to drivers as ar gammons. n
the rigid world of the pious, there is no room
for compromise. ars are bad. hose who drive
them are bad. Routinely castigated by the bien-
pensants who seem to be in charge of every
aspect of our national life, those who wish to
en oy the freedom cars a ord are rapidly
becoming outcasts.

hanks to relentlessly pushed and let s
face it - bigoted metropolitan attitudes and to
various punishing political interventions, all of
which have been debated ad nauseam, the era
of the car is drawing to a close. urrently, the
average cost of a new car in the is
approaching fty thousand pounds,
considerably more than the average wage. or
cars, it is already too late. t is over. ery soon
now, it will not be possible to buy a new car
with an internal combustion engine and the
alternative, well, isn t.

We are about to take a backwards step,
deliberately narrowing our hori ons. ike no
other form of transport on the planet, cars once
set us free. shall miss them when they are
gone.
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Skeleton
The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testingOrient Star introduces the

Skeleton from the Contemporary
Collection featuring its latest
movement with a silicon escape
wheel and a 70-hour power
reserve. Its modern and stylish
design includes sophisticated
details, and the hand-wound
skeleton movement symbolises
the vastness of the universe.
Skeletonisation in watchmaking,
generally leaving just the
framework of the movement and
e posing the mechanisms inside,
is a familiar style uni ue to
mechanical watches. ith the
launch of the new generation
model in 0 , it has become a
new icon for Orient Star. his
latest Skeleton is e uipped with
in-house movement which
complements the stylish design
of the watch. he hand-wound
caliber is not only highly
precise with accuracy of to -

seconds a day, but it is also
e uipped with a silicon escape
wheel made with the latest

S processing technology,
e tending the power reserve to
70 hours and signi cantly
enhancing its practicality.

nother distinctive feature is the
grey plating on the baseplate and
bridges of the movement
symbolising the vastness of outer
space.
https orient-watch.com

OrientStar
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The Alliance of British Dri ers osition on the i osition of the 2030 an on re
(internal o stion n ine) ehicles; follo e h ri s an otor c cles in
2035, is not rel eca se e are is issi e of the se of electricit to o er
roa trans ort ehicles; rather it is eca se of the irrational r enc hich has
een i ose on it o ern ent

lectric ehicles, or erha s that sho l e the technolo of atter o er, is still in
its infanc ; an certainl the re isite char in infrastr ct re is eca es a a
fro ein sta le, relia le an a e ate

Do we need this rush into these bans?
Over seventy per cent of the Earth’s surface is water; hence no vehicles. This leaves a

remaining land mass of less than thirty per cent, with the UK ta ing up ust . per
cent of the land mass. ardly much cause for concern?

ould you buy an electric vehicle if you could not home charge?
or millions of people the option of home charging is ust not available because they live in

ats, tower bloc s; or in one of the millions of ictorian style terraced houses, which
incidentally already have problems now, with ust trying to par

The real reason for the ban?
or many decades, various overnments have unleashed many campaigns of intimidation
on those choosing to drive. Despite all this misplaced attempted demonisation of
ordinary fol ; in e cess of million of us have chosen to still carry on driving.

ut now a new weapon has been added to overnment’s armoury; enforced electri cation
ass electri cation is going to cause real problems for many families especially those on
low income ; who see car ownership as a way of life which also bene ts society

That 2030 Ban...

4VQQPSU 5IF "MMJBODF PG #SJUJTI %SJWFST PO 'BDFCPPL� IUUQ���XXX�GBDFCPPL�DPN�BMMJBODFPGCSJUJTIESJWFST'PMMPX 5IF "MMJBODF PG #SJUJTI %SJWFST PO 5XJUUFS� IUUQ���UXJUUFS�DPN�5IF"#%7JTJU 5IF "MMJBODF PG #SJUJTI %SJWFST XFCTJUF� IUUQ���XXX�BCE�PSH�VL�



Howard Cox, Founder of the FairFuelUK, commissioned the Cebr
(The Centre for Economics and Business Research) to
analyse the economic impact of the proposed extension of
the ondon Ultra ow Emissions one (U E ) in u ust

The ey points of the study are

The existin U E has an impact on the ondon economy we
estimate the costs to businesses and consumers are
million, thou h as part of that ( million) is re enue for

Tf , in economics terms the economic cost (the deadwei ht loss to
consumers and the admin costs) is million

calin from this we estimate that the roposed U E has an
additional re enue impact of million

This means that the total roposed U E scheme (i e both the
current scheme and the proposed scheme) has a re enue cost to
consumers and businesses of million

f in addition the economic costs to users are included the total cost

rises to million

Usin a different measure, which discounts the re enue costs
because they represent income to Tf but also includes their admin
costs, the total economic cost of the scheme is million

oreo er these calculations only estimate the direct effects

ince the impact of the roposed U E on ans is times that of
the existin U E and hence essentially on business acti ity, it is
li ely that the roposed U E has additional indirect economic
effects which we ha e not ta en into account, and that for the
extended scheme these could be uite substantial

Howard Cox says ayor Khan s xation with an alle ed air uality
impro ement scheme that not only needlessly eeces dri ers, sole
traders, and low income motorists, it also rips at least half a billion
out of the Capital s economy per year t is way past time, hard
pressed ondoners rid themsel es of this dishonest career politician
and support a new ayor that will scrap U E for ood and et
ondon mo in a ain

Proof ULEZ Shrinks
London Economy
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INSPIRED BY EVOQUE
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�5IJT #BOHFSQFEJB DPOUBJOT ��� NPEFMT POPFS JO UIF 6, DBS NBSLFU XJUIEFTDSJQUJPOT CBTJD TQFDJDBUJPOT CSJFGCVZJOH UJQT BOE B SJEJDVMPVT SBUJOH TZTUFN�+BNFT 3VQQFSU JT CFTU LOPXO GPS XSJUJOH#BOHFSOPNJDT %FNPUPSJ[FE BOE UFMMJOH UIFOF SFBEFST PG "VUPDBS XIJDI VTFE DBST UPCVZ FWFSZ XFFL�

%FTQJUF BQQFBSBODFT JU JTOˏU B GBDU BOETUBU CBTFE IJTUPSZ PG UIF CPYZ #FSUPOFEFTJHOFE WFSTJPO PG UIF #SJUJTI -FZMBOE.JOJ� 5IF BVUIPS 'SBOL ,JSUMFZ EPFT LOPXIJT DBST CVU OPU UP UIF FYUFOU UIBU JU XPVMECPSF TPNFPOF XIP XBTOˏU JOUP WFIJDMFT�5IFCPPL JUTFMG MPPLT HSFBU PO ZPVS CFETJEFUBCMF OPU MFBTU CFDBVTF UIF DPWFS GFBUVSFT BQFSJPE 	����T
 %VUDI SFHJTUFSFE *OOPDFOUJ��� XJUI B NPPO SPPG BOE BEEFE XJOHEBNBHF QJDUVSFE PO B EVTUZ &VSPQFBONPVOUBJO QBTT� 5IJT TVHHFTUT BT ZPV SFBE BGFX DIBQUFST JO UIBU UIF TUPSZ JOTJEF NBZXFMM CF ˎCBTFE PO B GBJSMZ USVF TUPSZ �ˏ %SJWJOHBSPVOE 4QBJO BOE 'SBODF JO B CPYZ NJOJXIJMTU JOWPMWFE JO B DPME XBS TQZ QMPU JT BNBTTJWF QMVT QPJOU� *U JT TUSBJHIUGPSXBSEUIFSF BSF TPNF UXJTUT CVU JU JT EFMJHIUGVM UPCF BCMF UP HFU JOUP UIF CBDL TFBU PG UIF *OOJBOE HP BMPOH GPS UIF XJME SJEF�
IUUQT���XXX�TNBTIXPSET�DPN�CPPLT�

5IJT JT UIF OPU RVJUF EFOJUJWF IJTUPSZ PGIPX QBSLJOH CFDBNF BO JOEVTUSZHPWFSONFOUT PWFSUBYFENPUPSJTUTDBSNBLFST MJFE BCPVU IPX TBGF BOEFOWJSPONFOUBMMZ GSJFOEMZ UIFZ XFSF BOEUFTUFE UIFJS FNJTTJPOT PONPOLFZT BOEIVNBOT� "MTP XIZ SPCPU DBST BSF TPEBOHFSPVT BOE FMFDUSJD DBST BSF OPU UIFBOTXFS� "MTP XIP JT CFIJOE UIF POHPJOHQMBO UP %FNPUPSJ[F UIF XPSME� 1SJOUFE JO���� JU QSFEJDUFE UIF GVUVSF XJUI UFSSJGZJOHBDDVSBDZ�#VZ JU CFGPSF JU HFUT CBOOFE� /PXVQEBUFE XJUI B $IBQUFS BMM BCPVU XIBUIBQQFOFE SFDFOUMZ JO ���� UP TDSFX UIFBWFSBHF NPUPSJTU� #BOHFSOPNJDT #PPLTBWBJMBCMF BMTP BT 1%'T UP EPXOMPBE BUXXX�CBOHFSOPNJDT�DPNA

FCMBookClub

Here are books written
by some of our
contributors and
friends. We would
encourage you to go to
our related
www.bangernomics.com
Site to buy books and
things that support
what we do. Sticking up
for the Motorist.
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THEULIMATE ‘BOOKS’ BY
DAVIDMILLOY £8.001BDLFE XJUI GBDUT USJWJB BOE TUBUJTUJDT5IF 6MUJNBUF 2VJ[ #PPLT BSF UIF RVJ[CPPLT UIBU OPU POMZ HJWFT UIF BOTXFS UPFBDI PG JUT NVMUJQMF�DIPJDF RVFTUJPOT CVUBMTP UFMMT UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE JU� 4P JG ZPVˏWFFWFS XBOUFE UP LOPX UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE BDFSUBJO DBS CFJOH NFOUJPOFE JO B /BUJPOBM4FDVSJUZ NFNP UP 1SFTJEFOU +JNNZ$BSUFS PS BCPVU B )PMMZXPPE MNTUBSˏTBQQFBSBODF JO B SPVOE PG UIF #SJUJTI4BMPPO $BS $IBNQJPOTIJQ UIFO UIF$MBTTJD $BS JT UIF CPPL GPS ZPV� *G ZPV BSFB GBO PG NPUPSTQPSU UIFO UIF '� EFMJWFSTGBTDJOBUJOH GBDUT CZ UIF IVOESFET� /PUPOMZ UIBU CZ CVZJOH UIFTF CPPL ZPVˏMM CFIFMQJOH PUIFST ˊ UIF BVUIPS XJMM EPOBUF BUMFBTU ��� PG IJT SPZBMUJFT UP DIBSJUZ�5IBUˏT BOPUIFS HSFBU SFBTPO UP CVZ OPUKVTU POF CVU CPUI UIFTF CPPLT� 'SFF $BS.BH ˎ#PPLTˏ PG UIF ZFBS�

WorldofBooks

PEUGEOT205GTI - CORRIGAN
AMBERLEYPUBLISHING £14.99$PWFST UIF FOHJOFFSJOH BOE EFTJHOGFBUVSFT UIBU NBEF UIF ��� TP TQFDJBM�8JUIJO B TUZMJTI EFTJHO JU PFSFE B WBSJFUZPG MJWFMZ QFUSPM BOE EJFTFM FOHJOFT XIJMFUIF TVTQFOTJPO XJUI .BD1IFSTPO TUSVUTBU UIF GSPOU BOE UPSTJPO BSNT XJUI USBJMJOHBSNT BU UIF CBDL PFSFE FYDFMMFOU SJEFBOE IBOEMJOH� 4PPO UIF STU (5* WFSTJPOXBT QSPEVDFE XJUI BO FBHFS GSFF�SFWWJOH���� FOHJOF� *O ���� B ���� WFSTJPO XBTJOUSPEVDFE� %SBXJOH PO IJT QFSTPOBMFYQFSJFODF PG ESJWJOH B SFOPWBUFE1FVHFPU ��� (5* .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO BMTPQSPWJEFT BEWJDF PO SFTUPSBUJPO QBSUT BOEPUIFS PXOFSTIJQ UJQT�

THEMANCHESTERHEINKEL
MATTHEWCORRIGAN £8.99)FSF JT UIF GPSHPUUFO TUPSZ PG UIF POMZQMBOF UP CF TIPU EPXO PWFS (SFBUFS.BODIFTUFS JO 8PSME 8BS 5XP� 5IF)FJOLFM )F��� XBT CSPVHIU EPXO JO BEPH HIU PWFS 4UPDLQPSU JO .BZ ���� BOEUIF QMBOF MBOEFE OFBS B GBSN�"NB[JOHMZ UIF GPVS (FSNBO DSFXNFNCFSTTVSWJWFE BOE XFSF 0OF FZFXJUOFTT B MPDBMTPMJDJUPS XFOU PWFS UP UIF TJUF PG UIF DSBTIUP IFMQ BOE QVU UIF (FSNBO QJMPU VOEFSDJUJ[FOT BSSFTU� .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO IFBSE UIFTUPSZ HSPXJOH VQ BOE XBT TVSQSJTFE UIBUUIFSF XBT TP MJUUMF SFDPSET PS JOGPSNBUJPOBCPVU IJT NPNFOUPVT FWFOU TP EFDJEFE UPSFTFBSDI BOE XSJUF UIJT CPPL�

OSPREY -MATTHEWCORRIGAN
EMPIRE £8.950413&: �� 0WFSIFBE 4ZTUFN 1SPEVDJOH3FOFXBCMF &OFSHZ JT BO BVEBDJPVTTDIFNF UP IBSOFTT IJHI�BMUJUVEF XJOEQPXFS� *T JU B CSFBLUISPVHI JO DMFBOFOFSHZ PS B GBS�GFUDIFE GBOUBTZ EFTJHOFEUP FYUPSU NJMMJPOT 4FU JO SFDFTTJPO�IJU .BODIFTUFS 0TQSFZ JT BCSJMMJBOUMZ TBUJSJDBM OPWFM UIBU MJGUT B MJE POFWFSZUIJOH GSPN QIPOF IBDLJOH UP DMJNBUFDIBOHF IZTUFSJB� 5PQJDBM DPOUSPWFSTJBM BOEXPSSZJOHMZ CFMJFWBCMF 0413&: JT B UBMF PGQBOJD HSFFE BOE QFPQMF PO UIF NBLF�
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*O -FTTFS 4QPUUFE $MBTTJDT NPUPSJOH XSJUFS %BWJE .JMMPZ CSJFZ UFMMT UIFTUPSZ CFIJOE FBDI PG UXFOUZ�POF HSFBU DBST UIBU BSF B SBSF TJHIU PO 6,SPBET� %BWJE�T MVDJE XFMM SFTFBSDIFE UFYU JT TVQFSCMZ BDDPNQBOJFE CZCFTQPLF JMMVTUSBUJPOT ˊ POF GPS FBDI DBS � CZ 3VTTFMM 8BMMJT B QSPGFTTJPOBMJMMVTUSBUPS XIP IPMET B EFHSFF JO "VUPNPUJWF %FTJHO� *U�T GVO JOGPSNBUJWFBOE BPSEBCMF � OP DMBTTJD DBS FOUIVTJBTU� TIPVME CF XJUIPVU JU� "OE CZCVZJOH JU ZPV�MM CF IFMQJOH PUIFST� ��� PG %BWJE BOE 3VTTFMM�T SPZBMUJFTGSPN TBMFT XJMM HP UP DIBSJUZ� 5IBUˏT UIF PDJBM MJOF CVU BDUVBMMZ JU JT BMMRVJUF USVF� 5IF JMMVTUSBUJPOT NBLF JU CVU UIF DIPJDF PG DMBTTJDT JT JOTQJSFE�5IF MBOETDBQF GPSNBU JT WFSZ TBUJTGZJOH UP IPME BOE SFBE� #VZ JU�

*G ZPV MPWFE UIF 6MUJNBUF $MBTTJD $BS 2VJ[ #PPL UIFO ZPV XJMMBEPSF /VNCFS � XIJDI JT NPSF PG UIF TBNF CVU XJUI EJFSFOURVFTUJPOT BOE BOTXFST� #VZ JU� 4QBDF MFGU GPS VQDPNJOH .JMMPZ#PPLT���

FCMBookClub2

More Books by the
better half of the
Bangers and Classics
Podcast...
David Milloy. A
proportion goes to
charity which proves
what a jolly good egg
he is. Do some good
and buy some great
books.
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'SFF $BS .BH JT OPX UIF POMZ QSP�NPUPSJTU NBH TP QMFBTF UVSO VQ UPTFF XIBU XFNJHIU CF EPJOH JO BNPOUIˏT UJNF� 8F IBWF OP JEFB BCPVUUIF EFUBJMT FYDFQU UIBU UIF TUPSJFT XJMMSFFDU XIBU JT IBQQFOJOH PO UIF GSPOUMJOF BHBJOTU BVUPUZSBOOZ�4FF ZPV OFYU UJNF���
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